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Project Update And Schedule
Project Status Update:
• Pedestrian walkway and bridge completed – opened to the public on August 15;
• Tree clearing at south portal entry now complete once the robin’s eggs had
hatched and babies fledged the nest;
• Overburden clearing and removal from site ongoing at south portal; and
• Intermittent stream beside south portal entry was successfully relocated to site
perimeter, with slope hydro seeded.
Schedule from September 2014 – January 2015:
• July onward: Construction bridge to go over the penstocks underway;
• September: Blasting begins;
• October: Rock tunneling planned;
• November: Blasting expected to move underground;
• October/November: New project office opened at corner of Hwy 19 and Hwy 28;
and
• January 2015: Estimated closure date for Brewster Lake Road
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Construction Pictures Around the South
Portal Entrance

Work progression from the same approximate
vantage point (red dot).
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Construction Pictures Around the South
Portal Entrance

South portal.
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Relocated Stream Beside The South Portal
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Temporary Construction Bridge over
Penstocks
• Bridge is being built to allow construction traffic to cross penstocks safely and
access location of north portal entry;
• Arch culverts were trucked in and assembled on site; and
• Bridge will remain in place throughout the project construction.

The first arch culvert
being installed.
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Temporary Construction Bridge over
Penstocks - Pictures
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Temporary Construction Bridge over
Penstocks - Pictures

Installation at the second penstock.
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Time Lapse Camera
• To record this exciting project,
this month a time lapse camera
was installed on one of the
surge towers.
• The vantage will look up the
penstock route, with clear views
of both portals where
underground works will be
constructed. Each year over the
next five years a construction
video will be produced.
• We will provide a picture in
future monthly reports to show
the construction progress.
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Noise and Site Blasting
• Blasting is expected to begin on site in September
and will occur above ground for approximately two
months before moving underground.
• Blasts will be small, closely monitored and may occur
day and/or night, seven days a week.
• Once surface blasting is completed it is anticipated
that there will be minimal noise disruption.
• All work will occur in safely fenced-off areas. Please
respect fencing and signage.
• An estimated 300,000 m3 of rock will be moved over
two years to two locations: one at Farwell Road and
the other at Middle Point.
• At the busiest time, this will result in six to eight truck
trips per hour, all using designated highway traffic
routes.
• City of Campbell River staff have reviewed and
approved the blasting and transportation plans.
Two examples of recent media
coverage on project blasting.
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Station View Trail
• Station View Trail, with the new pedestrian bridge over penstocks, reopened on
Aug. 15.
• It includes three informational panels overlooking the construction site and the
entrances of the two portals that will be constructed. Eight local carpenters
(shown below) built the bridge and will now move onto other project work.
• The foot bridge crossing across the canyon was closed temporarily in August due
to work by Fortis BC; unrelated to the John Hart project.
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Station View Trail

Station View Trail bridge. From the
steel grating to prevent foot slips on
the wood, to the interpretive signs, to
the first member of the public to cross
the bridge on August 15.
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Economic Opportunities
Site workers: About 60 full-time people.
Hiring Process information updated: Details available at majorprojects.ca and via employment
partners such as North Island Employment Foundations and Chamber of Commerce:
•Hiring will be handled by the design/build contractor ASL-JV, and all skilled trades will be
hired through representative unions.
•A union agreement has been concluded to simplify the hiring process, offer competitive and
fair wages across the board, provide local workers with first opportunities and provide fair
access to work.
•Tradespeople should contact their union about upcoming opportunities.
Subcontractors Opportunities: Events were held in July 2012 and March 2014 to collect
contacts and introduce project proponents to local businesses. InPower BC and their main
subcontractors have developed resource lists based on those meetings and are moving
forward with granting projects components. To date, more than a dozen local businesses have
been sourced for work on the project.
•Additional local subcontractors – Chinook Scaffolding, F&M Installations Ltd., Strategic
Natural Resources Consultants, and United Rentals.
•A subcontractor and supplier overview was developed and submitted on August 28 to the
Chamber of Commerce and VI Construction Association, and will be placed on the
majorprojects.ca web site. It was developed for businesses interested in potential project
work.
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John Hart Project Interpretive Centre
•

Centre hours will shift on September 2 through
the fall season to three days a week, and be
open on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from
9:30 am to 4:30 pm. It had been open five-days
a week for most of the summer.

•

The Museum at Campbell River will continue to
staff the centre through a partnership agreement.

•

With three days still left in August, we will likely
have about 1500 visitors go through the
interpretive centre. From June to August, there
were about 3400 visitors.

Campbell River Mirror, August 29 edition.
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People Profile – Mark Roenicke
About Mark:
Background:
A construction veteran working in the industry for 30+ years, Mark started with
a surveying background and has worked throughout BC, Alberta and
into California.

Home:
Campbell River has been home for seven years: he’s been working with
Upland Excavating for four years.

Hobbies:
Camping is his primary hobby and it doesn’t finish at the end of summer –
Mark camps year round in beautiful spots… but he’s not sharing the locations!

Project responsibility:
Coordinating and overseeing the truck traffic related to excavating and hauling on site – this is particularly
busy right now, where 20 truck trips are being made from the site each hour of a 10-hour shift.
“It’ll be interesting – there is some stuff that I’ve never done before. It’s kind of nice to see the full scope of
the job, from logging to digging the portals. It’s good to see.”
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Construction – Point of Interest
Each month, BC Hydro and InPower BC will provide a construction
fact, occurrence, or situation.
As work continues on the site to make way for the blasting of two portals, project
teams are regularly monitoring the impact of the excavating work. Two pieces of
monitoring equipment will be important to that work:
•

•

Piezometer (right): This equipment monitors the groundwater levels and records any changes.
It is installed by drilling a hole into the ground and inserting the tube monitor so it reaches
current groundwater levels.
Inclinometer (bottom): Monitors any movement of the ground and measures in two, 90-degree
directions. Measurements are taken at designated points at regularly scheduled intervals.

These measurements ensure that the excavating work by construction team is done
safely. It also guides decisions that will protect the surrounding environment.
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